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Failing water management
Water security is globally of highest priority, at least if one believes in the polls
published annually. It seems that the world is divided into haves and have-nots
for both, water quality and water quantity. Basically, we know exactly what
needs to be done to supply every human with high quality water. To do so is not
necessarily rocket science; what is needed is education and the willingness to
solve locally or regionally a problem. Water quantity issues seem trickier. Water
is used for many purposes, most of the water goes into food production. Climate
change scenarios mostly focus on places of decreasing water availability and
rarely on places where more water is available for agricultural production.
Climate change, and as a consequence agricultural production and water
availability modelling show some countries with an increasing water shortage.
However, there will also be place with higher water availability and agricultural
productivity. Globally, scarcity and availability will roughly balance out. Overall,
up to 12 billion people can be fed with the existing and future available fresh
water and supplied with good quality drinking water. Water security is not
limited by a physical lack of water but rather by failing to deal with managing
water resources responsibly on local, regional but also global scales.

